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Enjoy your 
pool in days, 
not months



Our patented, award-winning pre-cast plunge pools 
are the first of their kind, bringing the fastest, easiest, 
and highest quality concrete pool to the market.

By deconstructing, re-engineering and  
optimizing the concrete pool building process, we’ve 
streamlined both production and on-site build times. 

Customers love us because we deliver a sophisticated 
pool quickly and in a way that doesn’t break the bank.

Builders love us because we provide a straightforward 
solution that allows them to deliver their projects on 
time and within budget.

The fastest,
easiest and 
highest quality 
concrete pools



Plungie Max  |  Kona Coast ecoFinish



View online

Arena

Diameter 11.5 ft

Height 5.5 ft

Volume 2,400 gal

Dry Weight 15,430 lbs

Our Arena is the most sophisticated, architecturally-designed, round 
concrete plunge pool in the world. 

At 11.5 ft and featuring ample, arena-style bench space, this plunge pool is 
perfect for bringing people together. 

Plungie Arena  |  Blue Lagoon ecoFinish



Studio

Length 12 ft

Width 7 ft

Height 5.5 ft

Volume 2,100 gal

Dry Weight 15,000 lbs

Baby brother to the Original, our Studio has been designed specifically for 
smaller spaces and is the perfect solution for inner-city living. 

At 12 ft x 7 ft, the Studio delivers practicality by way of design.

Plungie Studio  |  Kona Coast ecoFinish

View online



Where it all began: our Original. This pre-cast concrete plunge pool has 
found its way into many backyards.  

Tried and tested using key design principles, this 15 ft x 8 ft pool delivers 
instant lifestyle value to a home.

Length 15 ft

Width 8 ft

Height 5.5 ft

Volume 3,500 gal

Dry Weight 18,960 lbs

Plungie Original  |  Kona Coast ecoFinish

View online

Original



Length 20 ft

Width 10 ft

Height 5.5 ft

Volume 5,300 gal

Dry Weight 26,000 lbs

The world’s largest monolithic pre-cast concrete swimming pool, our 
Max delivers style by way of design and functionality. 

At 20 ft x 10 ft, this swimming pool sized Plungie is the largest of our 
range and is perfect for larger families.

Plungie Max  |  Blue Lagoon ecoFinish

View online

Max



KONA COAST

SAHARA SAND

BLUE LAGOON

MEDITERRANEAN BLUE

GREY REEF

FRENCH GREY

Every Plungie comes with an internal  
high-performance thermo polymer coating — which is 
the fancy way of describing ecoFinish.

ecoFinish is a highly engineered form of powder 
coating that’s heat-blasted onto the internal shell of the 
pool, forming a completely sealed, flexible, waterproof 
membrane that’s both luxurious to the touch, and highly 
durable. 

Just like all Plungie USA products, ecoFinish is proudly 
American Made, manufactured in Pennsylvania and 
exported globally.

We also offer a waterline tile provision. This is a provision 
that can be made for the ecoFinish to stop at the 
bottom of the skimmer entry. This will allow you to apply 
a waterline tile to your pool once installed.

In addition to this we offer an alternative raw concrete 
internal finish, this is a great option if you are looking to 
tile your entire pool.

Take a look at our online 
gallery to view examples 
of our ecoFinish colors

ecoFinish  
Interior Coating

Our pools are completely functional from 
manufacturing right through to transportation and 
installation. 

We want your experience purchasing a Plungie to be 
as easy as possible, which is why they’re supplied with 
pre-constructed fittings.

To ensure on site works are minimal, fast and cost-
effective, the following inclusions are standard in every 
Plungie:

 ― Highly engineered concrete pool shell

 ― High-performance ecoFinish interior

 ― Multi-colored LED light

 ― Skimmer box

 ― Technical designs and pre-engineered 
specifications for ease of building approvals

 ―  Pre-plumbed and fitted filtration line provisions

 ― 10-year structural warranty

Enjoy your 
pool in days,
not months.



Plungie Max | Kona Coast ecoFinish + Waterline Tile

Inclusions



Equipment
We have a range of equipment packages designed 
to suit your individual requirements. Each package 
includes a pump, chlorine tab feeder and filter. 

Base Equipment Package 
Our base equipment package is all you need to get 
your Plungie running and your family swimming!

Smart Eco Equipment Package
Our Smart Eco equipment package adds a variable 
speed pump and wifi enabled smart pool system to 
our base equipment package for total control over 
your pool, from anywhere.

Salt Pool Equipment Package
Takes everything our Smart Eco equipment package 
offers, and adds a pinch of salt for the salt water pool 
of your dreams.

AOP+UV Equipment Package
The AOP+UV Package offers the ability to keep your 
pool sanitized with significantly less chemicals. 
Utilizing Hayward Pool’s HydraPure system that uses 
UV light and Ozone to do the majority of the work of 
sanitizing your pool water, this works in conjunction 
with a traditional chlorine system.

AOP+UV  with Salt Equipment Package
The best of both worlds. This package combines the 
reduced chemical usage of the AOP+UV Package, 
combined with the replacement of a chlorine system 
with a salt pool system.

Add-ons
For those who want to enjoy year-round swimming, 
our heater options are a perfect addition. 

To take your Plungie experience to the next level, 
we offer an automated spa jet system that uses 
your existing pump, in addition to a motorized 
valve, to redirect water flow through four additional 
provisions.

Plungie Arena  |  Kona Coast ecoFinish + Waterline Tile



Add-ons and equipm
ent



Plungie Max  |  Grey Reef ecoFinish







By taking what was once a constructed solution and 
turning it into a manufactured one, we’ve managed to 
streamline a process that would normally take up to 
16 weeks. 

As the provider, we can have your pool delivered with 
a lead time as little as a few weeks – all you need to do 
is choose an install solution that suits you. 

Our installation solutions give you total control over 
how quickly you can be swimming:

Bring Your Own Builder (BYOB)
Organizing your own builder to install your Plungie 
is easy with our pre-engineered specifications and 
installation instructions. 

Connect them with us and we’ll take the heavy lifting 
out of it.

Owner Builder 
Skilled or handy around the home? 
Or maybe you’re a builder yourself. 

You can utilize your know-how or trade qualifications 
to manage your own project  
as an owner builder.

A process to get 
you swimming 
sooner

Process



Plungie Max | French Grey ecoFinish

1. Fall in love with Plungie
Falling in love with a Plungie is easy. 

With a wide range of sizes including the world’s largest 
monolithic pre-cast swimming pool, the Max, there’s a 
Plungie for every family and lifestyle.

2. Understand your project
At this stage you’ll need to know the Plungie model 
you’re after, the preferred location in your yard as well 
as the installation depth (in-ground, above-ground, 
semi above-ground) and accessibility to your site.

3. Find your install solution
Your install solution will help you manage your project 
and while no two projects are exactly the same, every 
project involves:

 ― Site plan and building approvals

 ― Crane hire engagement

 ― Earthworks and base slab

 ― Plumb up of equipment and electrical

 ―  Finishing of pools surrounds: fencing, decking, 
landscaping, etc.

4. Purchase your Plungie
You can purchase your Plungie directly from us, through 
one of our dealer networks or through your builder. 

All of our pools are manufactured in Texas, USA.

5. Lock in delivery date
With industry leading lead times, you’ll be able to lock in 
your delivery date as quickly  as a few weeks from when 
you purchase  your Plungie.

6. Install and swim
Because of its pre-cast, pre-fabricated solution, the 
on-site works to install a Plungie are faster than any 
other pool solution on the market – so you and your 
family can be swimming sooner. 





Plungie Arena | Tiled
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How big  
are Plungies?

When you hear the phrase plunge pool, 
there’s probably one word that comes 
to mind — small. However, a Plungie is 
not your average plunge pool. 

We’ve developed concrete swimming 
pools that are compact, yet spacious. 
We’re all about maximizing space, so 
have designed our pools with ample 
bench space and slimmer side walls to 
leave more room for swimming. With 
a range of versatile models, Plungie 
caters to families (and backyards) of all 
sizes. So, when it comes to pools, does 
size really matter? Let’s dive in and find 
out.  

Average pool size
Standard swimming pools are generally 
up to 32 ft x 16 ft in size, with a depth 
of around 8 ft. However, as homes get 
bigger and lots get smaller, standard 
pools are becoming less viable. Plunge 
pools, on the other hand, help increase 
property and lifestyle value without 
sacrificing the entire backyard.

Benefits of a plunge pool
Gone are the days of choosing between 
a pool and a lawn for your yard. A plunge 
pool won’t take up as much space 
in your backyard so you can create 
multiple outdoor living zones. 

Although they may not be great for laps, 
plunge pools are perfect for relaxation 
and cooling down on a hot day. Because 
they’re smaller, they’re also easier to 
clean and require less energy to heat 
than traditional pools.

Our models
We provide four concrete pool models 
— the Arena, Studio, Original and Max. 

Each pool has been designed with 
different spaces and uses in mind. Let’s 
take a closer look at their dimensions 
so you can decide which Plungie would 
work best for your project.

 ― Arena (11.5 ft diameter)

 ― Studio (12 ft  x 7 ft)

 ― Original (15 ft x 8 ft)

 ― Max (20 ft x 10 ft)

How deep is a Plungie?
The external shell height of every Plungie 
model is 5.5 ft, creating a water depth of 
roughly 5ft.

Can I change the size?
Would you paint over the Mona Lisa? 
Of course not! All joking aside, it’s not 
possible to increase or decrease the 
size of our pool models due to their pre-
cast nature. 

This is what helps us deliver affordable, 
high-quality pools in a short timeframe, 
so it won’t be changing any time soon. 
Having set dimensions also makes it 
possible to get a quote for crane hire 
before you’ve purchased a Plungie. 
We’ve even created detailed lifting 
diagrams so you can get the ball rolling.

Is bigger actually bigger?
In our opinion, no. 

A Plungie can provide you with the 
benefits of a traditional pool without 
compromising your backyard space. 
Download our brochure and builder’s 
installation guide today to see how well 
a Plungie will work for your project, no 
matter how tight the space is.



Plungie Max | Kona Coast ecoFinish 



Want to add more 
value to your 
current home?
Adding a Plungie is a quick and easy way to improve 
the lifestyle value of your home, or increase the value 
of your home to appeal to more buyers. 

You can add a premium, concrete pool to your yard in 
a matter of days, not months. Quickly accelerate your 
home improvement journey and turn your yard into an 
outdoor entertainment space. 

Looking to build a 
new home with a 
pool?
Getting your builder to install a Plungie to your site 
prior to any site works commencing is the fastest, 
easiest, and most cost-effective way to enjoy a pool.

Let your builder know you’d love a Plungie and we’ll 
look after the rest.



Concrete pools are strong, durable and 
affordable but that’s just the tip of the 
iceberg — there’s a whole host of other 
reasons why concrete’s our material of 
choice at Plungie. 

For starters, a concrete pool will save 
you time in the installation process and 
money throughout its lifetime. We’ve 
put together a list of the benefits of a 
concrete swimming pool to show why 
you should consider choosing one. With 
these perks, we’re confident that you’ll 
soon love concrete pools as much as 
we do!

Most durable pool finish
A swimming pool is a serious investment 
for any property, so it’s important that 
it stands the test of time. In terms of 
durability, nothing quite competes 
with concrete. Unlike fiberglass pools, 
concrete pools are resistant to popping, 
fading and peeling over time. Concrete 
pools are also able to withstand harsher 
weather conditions and are resistant to 
water chemical deterioration. This gives 
you flexibility in the water you choose 
for your pool — whether it’s chlorine, 
saltwater or magnesium mineral, a 
Plungie can handle it.

We’re so confident of the quality of our 
pre-cast concrete pools, that every 
Plungie comes with a 10-year structural 
warranty. With the correct maintenance, 
however, a concrete pool can last a 
lifetime. 

Benefits of 
a concrete 
swimming pool

Thermal qualities of concrete
Concrete pools are better at 
maintaining a consistent water 
temperature for year-round use. 
Unlike fiberglass pools, concrete 
pools can absorb, store, and release 
heat from the atmosphere throughout 
the day, resulting in less temperature 
fluctuations and the ability to hold heat 
for longer periods. This keeps your water 
temperature more constant, so you’ll 
have less of a shock when you dive in 
first thing in the morning.

Best pools for sloping blocks
Is there a space in your yard that you’d 
love to utilize, but don’t know how? It 
could be the perfect spot for a concrete 
pool! Our pools are made from high-
grade concrete, so can withstand 
more pressure than traditional pools 
(fiberglass can only sit approximately 1.5 
feet out of the ground). This means they 
can be installed on sloping and uneven 
sites with minimal excavation. 

Concrete pool finishes
A concrete pool offers opportunities 
for personalization that simply aren’t 
available with vinyl-liner or fiberglass 
pools. 

You can personalize the interior coating 
of a Plungie with a choice of 6 ecoFinish 
colors or alternatively a raw concrete 
internal for on-site tiling.

You can also choose from a range of 

extras, including pool heaters and spa 
jets to take your concrete pool to the 
next level.  
 
Once you’ve chosen these features, it’s 
time for your creativity to shine through 
in how you integrate the pool into your 
space. 

You can add pool coping tiles and 
exterior tiles to your in-ground pool to 
help it tie in with your home and outdoor 
area. Semi-recessed and above-
ground pool exteriors can be rendered, 
painted, clad or left with a raw concrete 
finish depending on what will align with 
your space. 

This flexibility allows homeowners and 
builders to work together and create a 
concrete pool that fits seamlessly into 
the landscape and surrounds.

Easy pool installation
We understand that, in construction, 
time is money. That’s why we developed 
a revolutionary production process 
that allows you to get a high-quality 
concrete pool in just days, not months. 

You won’t just save time in the 
production process with a pre-cast 
concrete pool — the installation will also 
be a breeze.



Plungie Arena  |  Grey Reef ecoFinish
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Plungie Arena  |  Mediterranean Blue ecoFinish


